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32011 INOFITA VIOTIAS

国家 希腊

产品/机械
COMPLETE , "TURN-KEY" , BATCH PLANTS 

An effective batch plant that supplying high quality mixed raw materials considered as the starting point for an overall plant performance improvement.

With a long life , vast, experience on batch houses, we can deliver you reforming, renovation, or modernization of your existing batch plant, install from
scratch as well.

Engineering

Raw Materials Handling

Design, execute and install tailor-made solutions consists of all necessary equipment (silos, bucket elevators, conveyors,crushers, mixers, belts, etc)

Weighing & Dosing

Weighing & Dosing solutions for each step of batch process , such as scales, feeders, even micro-ingredient dosing systems if needed

Mixing

Offering efficient , easy maintenance, mixers

Internal Cullet handling

A significant process in glass plants is the handling of internal cullet, collected either from the forming lines or the inspection areas. Conveyors transfer
the rejected cullet back to special crushers and re-feed it together with external cullet back to the furnace ,for further glass production.

Automation/Control Systems

A "state of the art” control technology & process automation are key parts of the optimal batch plant ’s operation.

Acmon provides comprehensive control systems for batch houses as well as upgrading and optimization of existing systems.

The core of Acmon batch house control system is a powerful PLC , based on Siemens environment , accompanied with SCADA system that include
several security interlocks and allow process-based visualization, web-based access to the batch system, recipe management, analysis of production
data and high performance batching.

Company Profile of ACMON SYSTEMS

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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